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Weddings are big business! Becoming a wedding officiant or wedding celebrant is easier than

ever, and that means more competition for the services you offer. Many new officiants, though,

have never had to market a business or service. Since certification companies rarely include

much, if anything, about how to market celebrants' services, independent celebrants are at a

disadvantage. This book gives celebrants a wealth of ideas to use in marketing their business

as well as conducting it, for everything you do to get your service noticed, booked, or

appreciated is marketing.This book guides celebrants though the nuts and bolts of setting up a

professional practice as a wedding celebrant. Topics covered include:-developing promotional

materials and how to use them,-creating a website that highlights your unique approach to

celebrancy,-social media and other online opportunities,-getting referrals,-networking,and

more.About the AuthorDeborah Vaughan has more than 30 years of experience celebrating

weddings and also trains wedding officiants. Since 1999, she has also provided business

owners including wedding celebrants and vendors with marketing services from consulting to

copywriting."I am a helper by nature," Vaughan notes. "So I wanted to offer celebrants,

especially new celebrants, a host of workable ideas that don't cost thousands – or even

hundreds – of dollars to implement. Some techniques are common knowledge, such as using

social media to advertise your business. Knowing what to do with your Pinterest account,

though, makes all the difference to your results."

From the Inside FlapWhile every person has a dark side, some people experience

unpredictable or abusive mood swings that are more dramatic than average: the spouse or

parent who is loving one minute and totally enraged the next, the friend whose personality

changes dramatically after drinking alcohol or taking drugs, or the person who lives a double

life, appearing to be the pinnacle of virtue in public while leading an entirely different existence

—even maintaining a separate identity—in private. People like these suffer from what the

internationally acclaimed therapist and emotional abuse expert Beverly Engel calls the Jekyll

and Hyde syndrome. If you or someone you know is a Jekyll and Hyde, you know the distress,

fear, confusion, and chaos that living with this behavior can cause.In The Jekyll and Hyde

Syndrome, Engel explains for the first time what the syndrome is and how to cope with the

Jekyll and Hydes in your life. Engel identifies the seven types of Jekyll and Hydes and

discusses the specific psychological conditions and childhood experiences that can create

Jekyll and Hyde personalities. She explores the damage the syndrome can inflict on those who

are close to a sufferer, such as lost self-esteem, confusion and disorientation, and the stress of

"walking on eggshells" to avoid conflict. With the help of questionnaires and real stories from

her life and psychotherapy practice, she gives specific information and techniques to help you

recognize and deal with someone with a Jekyll and Hyde personality, including how to:Know

whether you are in a relationship with a Jekyll and HydeOvercome your tendencies toward

denial, self-blame, and isolation from othersTrust your perceptions and identify and confront

Jekyll and Hyde behaviorDetermine whether the Jekyll and Hyde in your life has a personality

disorderDecide whether to continue your relationship with a Jekyll and HydeIdentify Jekyll and

Hyde behavior in yourself and take steps for changeThere is no need to suffer silently from

Jekyll and Hyde behavior. With Engel's eye-opening insights on dual personalities and her

powerful prescriptions, you can begin to bring the healing benefits of understanding,



empowerment, and change to your relationships with others and with yourself.About the

AuthorBEVERLY ENGEL, an internationally recognized expert in emotional abuse and a

licensed marriage and family therapist for thirty years, is the author of numerous books,

including the successful titles Healing Your Emotional Self, The Emotionally Abusive

Relationship, and Loving Him without Losing You. Engel conducts professional training

programs and workshops throughout the United States and Canada. She has appeared on

many national television shows, including Oprah, Starting Over, Donahue, Ricki Lake, and

Sally Jessy Raphael, and her work is frequently featured in print media.From the Back

CoverPraise for Beverly Engel The Jekyll and Hyde Syndrome"Living with a Jekyll and Hyde,

forever walking on eggshells, is no way to live. It takes its toll physically and mentally, whether

the person's problem is Borderline Personality Disorder or something else. In this exciting new

book, Engel gives hope to millions by showing them how to get off the emotional roller coaster

no matter what their situation is."—Randi Kreger, coauthor of Stop Walking on Eggshells:

Taking Your Life Back When Someone You Care about Has Borderline Personality Disorder

and founder of BPDCentral.com"Beverly Engel traverses a wide spectrum as she explicates

The Jekyll and Hyde Syndrome. She boils down the common essences of various psychiatric

disorders such as Borderline and Narcissistic Personality Disorders and Post-Traumatic Stress

Disorder to describe the conflicted bipolar Shadows of those whose expressions to the world

vary so widely. Easy-to-understand explanations and advice in dealing with individuals with

changeable personalities allow The Jekyll and Hyde Syndrome to describe the Yin and Yang of

those engaged in this monumental human struggle."—Jerold J. Kreisman, m.d. coauthor of

Sometimes I Act Crazy: Living with Borderline Personality Disorder and I Hate You, Don't

Leave Me: Understanding the Borderline Personality The Emotionally Abusive

Relationship"Beverly Engel clearly and with caring offers step-by-step strategies to stop

emotional abuse . . . helping both victims and abusers to identify the patterns of this painful and

traumatic type of abuse."—Marti Tamm Loring, Ph.D., author of Emotional Abuse: The Trauma

and the Treatment Loving Him without Losing You"A powerful and practical guide to

relationships that every woman should read."—Barbara De Angelis, Ph.D., author of Secrets

about Life Every Woman Should Know and How Did I Get Here?Read more
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Do itPart 12: Paying Your WayAfterwordIntroduction What better job is there than helping

happy couples begin their life together? Are you a professional wedding officiant?

Congratulations! Getting your license as a professional wedding officiant in your state,

province, or nation is only the beginning, however. Letting family and friends know that you can

now officiate at weddings may get you a few referrals, but if you want to make your living at this

joyful occupation, you'll need to cast a wider net. Whether you got your license from a

recognized church or a license mill – a business that licenses officiants for a fee, you may be

wondering how to get news of your service out to the public. Ads in newspapers, on radio or

television, or online are one way to go, but they can be costly. If you are a new officiant, you're

probably looking for ways to get your business noticed at little or no cost. And that means

marketing. What is marketing? Jan Nichols, a marketing professional, defines marketing as

everything a service provider or business owner does to get that person's goods or services in

the hands of potential customers. From choosing what to put onto a flyer to scouting locations

for services – it's all marketing. As a business owner, you need to take marketing seriously

because it spells the difference between a thriving business or one that wilts and shrivels. In

this book, you will discover over one hundred ways to do just that. Each one is free or

inexpensive, making them perfect for the new officiant just beginning in the wedding industry.

Some you will already have thought of, such as getting a website for your business, but others

are strategies I have developed for my own business after researching the literature. I have

also studied the practices of successful businesses to learn their strategies. If you are like most

people, the suggestions you read will inspire other ideas.That may be one of the most

important benefits of this ebook because you know your business, your community, and your

own preferences. No strategy is right for every officiant. For example, being interviewed on a

morning news-and-more show is a great way to get publicity, but many people do not want to

be on tv. However, even if you don't want to be on tv, the idea of an interview may spark a new

tactic that is perfect for you. Get your pen, because you don't want to forget a single idea that

can help you grow your business.Part 1: Promotional Materials Promotional materials include

business cards, brochures, and specialty imprinted items such as matchbooks, pens, and key

rings. They are handouts, little gifts, if you will, that you share widely to get your name and

business noticed. For that reason, unless money is no object, you'll want to focus on

inexpensive promotional items. Do an online search for 'promotional items' or 'marketing

specialties' to find companies who offer such merchandise. Visit their shops to get an idea of

the range of items available. Some promo items, like wearables, can be very costly

indeed. You may want to get a variety of promotional items as your business grows. For now,

though, we'll focus on business cards and printed materials. These are the basis of

promotional efforts for nearly all businesspeople. Business CardsYour business card is just

that, so make sure your business name is front and center. Add your own name, of course,

and your contact information: phone number, email, website (more on websites later. Do you

need one? Yes, you do!). Some people add their physical address while others use a post

box. Still others include only their city and state or province. Add your specialty if you have



one. Specialties would include celebrating weddings as a persona like Elvis or Marilyn Monroe,

celebrating in languages other than English, weddings on your sailboat, etc. If you don't have a

specialty, don't worry about it. Having a specialty is not necessary for a successful wedding

business. If you have a Facebook page and/or a Twitter handle, you may want to include

them. Do you support a particular charity? If not, you may want to consider making regular

donations from your wedding business. Choose a charity or cause that is close to your heart

rather than one that is a high-profile charity. Some officiants may choose a big name charity

Note that on your business card: "Proud to support Special Olympics" or whatever charity you

support. Do get or create a logo, even if it is just a monogram. You'll want to add it to all your

promotional materials, both print and online. You can even add a thumbnail photograph of

yourself to the card to make it more personal. Landscape, vertical, and square are good

formats for your logo. You'll find uses for all three forms, so if you can, work your logo into each

form. You might consider including a tag line ("Fun and Fabulous Weddings") or a mini-

testimonial ("My wedding was everything Ricky and I wanted it to be. Thanks for the perfect

ceremony! -Lucy R., New York, NY"). Business cards come in several types. You can have

two-sided cards, folded cards, and even tri-fold business cards that function as miniature

brochures. There is additional cost to these multi-sided cards, but the benefits may make it

worthwhile despite the cost. If they appeal to you but you are on a tight budget, remember that

you can always get them later. Consider making your card a keeper by adding helpful

information on the back. You might put a calendar on the reverse or a timeline of wedding

tasks and when they should be done. You can put one or more quotations about love; you are,

after all, in the wedding business. Think about ways to make your card stand out as well as

ways to make recipients reluctant to throw your card away. You will find many uses for your

business cards in a later chapter, so don't be content printing only a hundred or so. The higher

the print run, the less cost per card, so don't hesitate to order a generous amount, even if you

can't imagine handing out that many. If you take part in many casual events, you may feel

awkward handing out your business card. In that case, you may want to consider printing

'calling cards' as well as more formal business cards. Calling cards feature your name front

and center, with contact information printed smaller and lower down on the card. Google

'social calling cards' to see samples. You may be more comfortable offering these in purely

social settings such as sport or school events. 
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business and what is needed to make it viable!!!”

holly, “Great suggestions. Can't wait to build my website using these tips. I've been using the

'free or almost free ideas and have a wedding booked every month!”

The book by Dan Mariani has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 13 people have provided feedback.
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